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On  behalf of JCI  Prospective bidders who attended

1. Shri Koushik Halder , Addl. Civil Enggr. at H.O.
2. Shri M.I Azad , R.M (I/C.), Forbesganj RLD. 
3. Shri Sambhu Prasad Singh, Officer (F&A) & DPCM ,Gulabbagh 
DPC. 

1. M/S Pappu Kumar Ram , Purnea, Bihar.  
2. M/S PROTIVA Industries, Kolkata. 
3. M/S TRIBUSBIZ , Kolkata.  
4. M/S ACCO Construction, Kolkata. 

Sl. 
No. 

Point no.(s) / 
Clause nos. 
of NIT Query (ies)  by potential bidders Remarks / JCI's reply 
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Technical 
Eligibility 
criteria, Bid 
submission 
procedures 
etc. 

All the attendee prospective bidders have agreed that they have gone 
through the NIT document and after Prebid session , they have 
understood the 'Technical Eligibility criteria' , bid submission procedures 
etc. 

JCI has tried to clarify all the queries raised by prospective bidders reg. the 
said matters. 
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Technical 
Eligibility 
criteria_Cl. 
No. 'e'. ( reg. 
P.F & ESI 
clauses) 

Attendee prospective bidders have raised an issue reg. the 'Indemnity 
Bond' format in relation with PF , ESI , Labour Laws etc. matter which are 
mentioned  in the Tender document clauses but have been missed out. 

JCI has replied that  the 'Indemnity Bond' format, may be uploaded along 
with the Tender document , in JCI website. 
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Technical 
Eligibility 
criteria_Cl. 
No. 'g'. ( reg. 
Income Tax 
Assessment 
Order / Return) 

Queries raised by 'M/S TRIBUSBIZ' : 
They have told that that the Co. is only a 02 Yrs. Start-up. So, submitting 
last 03 F.Yr's. ITR ( not beyond 2015-16) shall not be possible for them. 

JCI has told them to submit all possible documents , in this regard. 
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Some of the prospective bidders have asked reg. the BOQ quantities. JCI has requested all the attendee prospective bidders to inspect the JCI 
Gulabbagh DPC site , before submission of bids.  

PREBID  CONFERENCE  REPORT _ event held on 23/6/2022  on physical & virtual mode both, at JCI H.O., Kolkata.  

NIT ref. no. : " JCI/ JTM- DPC Repairing /CIVIL /NIT /2020-21/Phase-III Tendering _Gulabbagh DPC (R2) 
 Dated on : 16/06 /2022 ".  

Duration of the Conference - 3:15 p.m. to 5: 10 p.m. 
Attendees : 
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